1992 jeep wrangler wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of jeep wrangler wiring schematic. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined conventional pictorial representation of an electric circuit. It shows the parts of the
circuit as streamlined forms, and the power and signal links in between the devices. A wiring
diagram usually provides info about the family member position and arrangement of gadgets
and terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the gadget. A photographic
representation would reveal extra information of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram
uses a much more symbolic symbols to emphasize affiliations over physical appearance. A
wiring diagram is usually utilized to repair troubles and also making certain that all the
connections have been made which whatever exists. Variety of jeep wrangler wiring schematic.
Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image.
Building circuitry representations reveal the approximate areas as well as interconnections of
receptacles, lights, and permanent electric solutions in a structure. Interconnecting cable paths
may be revealed approximately, where specific receptacles or fixtures should get on a common
circuit. Circuitry diagrams utilize conventional icons for electrical wiring tools, generally various
from those utilized on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not only show where
something is to be mounted, but likewise exactly what sort of tool is being set up. As an
example, a surface ceiling light is shown by one sign, a recessed ceiling light has a various
icon, as well as a surface fluorescent light has another symbol. Each sort of button has a
different icon therefore do the different outlets. There are symbols that reveal the area of smoke
detectors, the doorbell chime, and also thermostat. On large tasks icons could be phoned
number to show, for example, the panel board and circuit to which the gadget connects, and to
recognize which of several kinds of component are to be installed at that location. A collection
of electrical wiring representations could be required by the electric evaluation authority to
authorize link of the house to the general public electrical supply system. Wiring layouts will
certainly additionally consist of panel timetables for circuit breaker panelboards, as well as riser
diagrams for special solutions such as smoke alarm or closed circuit tv or various other special
solutions. One of the most time consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car
radio, car speakers, car amplifier, car navigation or any car electronics is identifying the correct
color wires for a Jeep Wrangler headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam
and save time. Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light,
turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Jeep car radio wiring
diagrams, Jeep car stereo wiring diagrams, Jeep car wiring diagrams and cataloged them
online. Use of the wiring information is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and
diagrams before applying any information found here to your Jeep Wrangler. If you would like to
help the Modified Life community by adding a car stereo wiring diagram or car radio wiring
diagram to our resource, please feel free to email us using our contact form. Your email address
will not be published. Skip to content. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will
not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. It shows the components of the circuit
as simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal friends in the midst of the devices. A wiring
diagram usually gives counsel practically the relative direction and arrangement of devices and
terminals upon the devices, to support in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram
would comport yourself more detail of the innate appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more symbolic notation to bring out interconnections over mammal appearance. A wiring
diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make clear that all the links have been
made and that whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams appear in the approximate
locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and enduring electrical services in a
building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular
receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use up to standard
symbols for wiring devices, usually vary from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical
symbols not unaided perform where something is to be installed, but as well as what type of
device is instinctive installed. For example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling open has a interchange symbol, and a surface fluorescent
lighthearted has option symbol. Each type of switch has a alternating tale and appropriately
complete the various outlets. There are symbols that play a role the location of smoke
detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the
electrical inspection authority to take on board attachment of the domicile to the public
electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will furthermore tally panel schedules for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as flare alarm or closed
circuit television or other special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the
website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and

is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Shovelhead Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram 48 views. This
website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can
opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for
the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us
analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser
only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of
some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified shapes,
and the talent and signal connections amongst the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives
opinion more or less the relative incline and contract of devices and terminals upon the devices,
to encourage in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would statute more detail
of the being appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to play up
interconnections over bodily appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot
problems and to create certain that every the friends have been made and that anything is
present. Architectural wiring diagrams perform the approximate locations and interconnections
of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire
routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a
common circuit. Wiring diagrams use suitable symbols for wiring devices, usually alternating
from those used on schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not isolated fake where
something is to be installed, but furthermore what type of device is inborn installed. For
example, a surface ceiling well-ventilated is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling buoyant
has a swing symbol, and a surface fluorescent fresh has other symbol. Each type of switch has
a vary story and thus realize the various outlets. There are symbols that take steps the location
of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be
required by the electrical inspection authority to accept association of the house to the public
electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will next swell panel schedules for circuit breaker
panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as fire alarm or closed circuit
television or extra special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Metra 70 Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram views. This website
uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out
if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to
improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that
are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working
of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Well, here are a few more wiring diagrams for Jeep Wrangler â€” this time for
the Jeep YJ series years to Hi Austin, good catch! If you click the image now, it will initiate the
pdf download! It is working kinda the way they had it already but the radio will quit powering the
speakers but if you unplug the speakers and plug back in they start again, so I think we just
need to start from ground zereo and rewire them but we need to know which ones go where.
Any help would be greatly appreciated. Hi Gordon, I will dig around and see what I can see. My
guess is that there are only a few wires that make sense. Start with the Speakers and where they
are located: If you go to the speakers and find out the colour of their wires, that will help when
you go to wire up the stereo itself. That really only leaves a few wires under the dash to worry
about. Usually there is : 1 power â€” solid red is a good guess, remember it will only work if the
ignition is on well, that is if your power source is pulled from the ignition or not. I am hoping
someone who knows stereo wiring better than me comments back for you! I will also see what I
can find. Does anyone know how to do the wiring? I have the wiring harness from the 87, the 87
comes with a starter without a solenoid on it. I have a universal solenoid for it. Will this work? I
have a Jeep Wrangler. The windshield wipers stopped working. Checked the fuse and it was
blown. Replaced the fuse and it blew as well. Any information on trouble shooting the problem?

I had a similar problem on my 92 YJ. The bottom right fuse 25amp controlled the heater blower
switch in my 92 YJ. The switch is found behind the on-off lever by removing about 5 screws
holding the part of the dash covering the guage windows. Hope this helps. Just swapped in a
chevy with r tranny in my 89 wrangler. Looking for a engine wiring harness to clean up the
mess. Any ideas. The engine is carbed. Hey Manny, good swap! Lots of torque. Check out
Painless Wiring they are a great resource and probably have what you are looking for or at least
can point you in the right direction I am not affiliated in any way with them, I have just heard
good things from other people. I know nothing about electrical issues, but should learn. My
question is what is the best way to systematically find the buggered wire, and is there any
precautions I need to take, I tend to collect electrical charges. To be honest, this will be a
tedious time consuming chore to trouble shoot. The only real way to do this is to have a solid
plan up front and follow it methodically. Work from the fuse box first â€” change the fuse out
that controls those components, check out the fuse box for corrosion. Sometimes the cigarette
lighter is on the same circuit and I have seen those corrode and cause problems. It could even
be corroded battery posts, except I would expect that to affect more than interior lights. I need a
color wiring breakdown for a Jeep Wrangler. WGH Colorado Springs. I have a 95 Wrangler. Now
I want to fix it so the internal hardtop dome light works again. I cannot find a wire diagram that
shows the wires from the dome fuse to each of the doors and rear dome light. I have the Haynes
manual but it only shows for 97 and later models. The running lights come on but not the head
lights. I tested the dash switch and it seems find but from there I get lost due to the harness. Is
there a in-line fuse also? Please any help would be greatly appreciated. Hi Kris, the wiring
diagram is a PDF document. All you have to do is click the image of the wiring diagram and it
should open in your browser. Let me know if that works or not â€” good luck! Need location of
ground wiresâ€¦got an 89 wrangler 2. Hey TacomaOn36s! I will have to dig for that one. Sorry for
the long delay in reply, been a bit tied up. Let me see what I can find and I will post back.
Thanks, Jeep Guy I am trouble shooting my headlights and they are kicking my butt. My running
lights turn on but not either head light so I am looking for a relay and with your help I may be
able to wrap this problem up and move on to another. Hi Kris, sorry for the long delay! I have
been a little pre-occupied with a project of my own! Let me know and I will see if I can help. The
wire is acutuallly 2 wires 1 is soild black the other is black with a white strip both are on 1 lug. If
anyone can help i need it also if anyone needs info on what you need to do to make this swap
give me a shout. I have a jeep YJ with a 4 cylinder and it has no spark or fuel pressure. Were
should i start? I have a Jeep YJ Sahara. When signaling left the hazzard lights would go on.
Checked all bulbs and fuses. Took out main fuse to Hazzard Lights for the time being and this
seems to correct the problem except obviously no hazzard lights. Anyone have any ideas?? I
went to my parts store and they showed it as a horn relay,I replaced it,no problems for 3 weeks..
ANY help will be appreciated!!!!!! Hi Johnny, hmm, that one is going to be a problem to hunt
down. Sounds like a short or loose connection to me or the relay. Two things to do. I would
unplug the relay, take it to a shop or junk yard and find a replacement, plug it back in and see if
that fixes the problem. The electrical system is fairly basic all things considered so get the
wiring diagram and start from the fuse box. Hard to troubleshoot over the web! Get out your
meter and start tracing from the fusebox to the gaugeâ€¦time consuming, but sure to find the
problem! HI Danny, interesting, the problem with Jeep dashes is that people customize them all
the time. Are these the ones you are talking about? Can you take a picture and post it? Hi
Danny, this one is killing me. I have a 93 Cherokee service manual but the dash layout is not the
same. In fact, every manual I look at shows two rocker switches in that location â€” maybe fog
lights? I will keep checking, but one thing I would try if I were you is go to Yahoo Answers and
post there â€” I highly recommend a photo as well. The other place that is really good is
jeepforum. Just trying to find an under hood wireing diagram for an 87 Wrangler with a 4. Did
you try the one on this post for what you are looking for? Let me know if it is in there or not and
I will dig around. I just dont have any AC gas in the AC unit and is not blowing any air, which
made it confusing becuase it seems liek they don;t really do anything. AC is a tough one â€” it
is expensive to get done by a pro, but it is the only real way to get a lasting solution that
worksâ€¦. My issue is that it runs good for a bit and then suddenly it shuts off by itself. Even
while at idle, it seems that something heats up and makes it shut down. After about 10 seconds,
it starts up again and runs for about a minute before it shuts off. Any ideas on where I can start
looking. Thanks in advance. I would check out the fuel pump, the O2 Sensor and anything else
fuel related first. I had this very problem happen to me recently not in a jeep mind you but it was
a bugger to figure out and sure enough, it was the fuel pump at the end of the dayâ€¦. Ok, will
start looking in the fuel direction. I checked for spark, checked coil, checked spark plugs and I
am getting a spark on all 6 cylinders. Will also try changing the engine relays just in case. The
more you describe above is telling me something with the fuel system. I changed the fuel filter

about a week ago because of a small hesitation in the engine so now that I think about it, back
then could have been the beginning of the fuel pump failure as you are telling me. I am not
really sure where to begin with this oneâ€¦. Had the same problem with my jeep 4. Replaced
exhaust pipe muffler and 02 sensor, Finally getting 18 miles to the gallon. I would start with
re-checking the fuses, specifically the ignition fuse, take it out, clean the contacts on the fuse
and the fuse carrier and then try it out. It is strange that it is the entire instrument panel and not
a single gauge. Report back if it does so others can learn. If more than one gauge in the main
cluster or gauge package cluster is inoperative, perform the following: 1 Check fuse 9 in the
fuseblock module. If OK, go to next step. If not OK, replace fuse. Disconnect battery negative
cable. Remove the affected instrument cluster bezel and cluster assembly. Disconnect the
cluster connector. Turn ignition switch to ON. If problem is in main cluster, check for battery
voltage at cavity 3 and cavity 19 of main cluster connector. If problem is in gauge package
cluster, check for battery voltage at cavity 2 and cavity 12 of gauge package cluster connector.
If not OK, repair open in circuit from fuse 9 as required. Probe cavities 14 and 20 of main cluster
connector, or cavities 1 and 13 of gauge package cluster connector. Check for continuity to a
good ground. There should be continuity. If OK, replace the cluster printed circuit. If not OK,
repair open in circuit as required. Also try jiggling the actual wiring harness connector â€” it is
possible that the problem is a corroded connection somewhere. I have a jeep wrangler and I
cant get my gauges to work. It has no power. Where does the power to the gagues come from? I
have a 93 jeep wrangler yj. Please help. Thank you for your time. I have a yj. All electrical
components work fine when started, but I get no accessory voltage. Could be the ignition
switch? Hi, I replaced my dented grille with DRL module connected with an American grille
ordered through ebay. I was gonna skip the DRL module. However,it did not work and I blew a
fuse. Then,I reconnected the old harness onto the new grille and managed to activate the
headlights,with high and low beam ,both working. The voltmeter on the jeep reads Are there
wires that have other common wires connecting? Do ALL similar colour wires connect with
similar colours? Any help is highly appreciated. As it is,the windchill makes it excruciatingly
hard to do diagnostics in Canada. Thanks, Yavar. Thanks for making this download easy NOT
what is a smart junction box
2007 mazda 6 fuel filter
e46 catalytic converter removal
and free. I would rather pay a small fee than to have to deal with advertising. If anyone wants to
sell me the download without all the BS, please let me know. I have PayPal. Your email address
will not be published. Comments Is it just me or is there no PDF linked? Hi Greg, I had a similar
problem on my 92 YJ. Check out Painless Wiring they are a great resource and probably have
what you are looking for or at least can point you in the right direction I am not affiliated in any
way with them, I have just heard good things from other people Good Luck! Thanks for posting
the info. Is this from the FSM or where? I will dig around and see if I can find something to post.
I need to install the fuel gauge now. Any luck? Correction thats with a new gauge pod Thanks.
Two things to do 1 Relay, maybe it is fubar. I have a 94 wrangler, the dash gauges quit working,
inline fuse that im missing? Is it still happening? Good Luck! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published.

